EDITORIAL

Dear readers,

We are glad to introduce you to the *InterEULawEast - Journal for the International and European Law, Economics and Market Integrations*, vol. IV, issue 1, June 2017.

The current issue is perhaps the turning point for our Journal. It is the last issue that was co-financed from the INTEREULAWEST Project which successfully reached its end on 31st of May 2017. The Project is over but our Journal remains as a valuable long-term output of the project. The publisher – Faculty of Economics & Business, University of Zagreb has taken on future settlement of publishing expenses. Such a scheme, with the co-funding by the Ministry of Science and Education of the Republic of Croatia, guarantees our Journal financial stability and sustainability.

As a matter of enhancement of the Journals quality, we are delighted to inform you that INTEREULAWEST Journal met high standards of two distinguished legal databases, HeinOnline & ProQuest. This achievement is result of hard work of the whole Tempus team and Editorial Board. We are particularly proud of the fact that entering the HeinOnline & ProQuest databases will contribute to further dissemination of our Journal. Thanks to the open access policy and indexing in distinguished databases the Journal is becoming recognized as a platform for affirmation of young researchers, students and professionals and dissemination tool for their ideas, scientific work and critical observations. This achievement is confirmation of our joint efforts and stimulus for further enhancement of the Journal’s quality.

The current issue also brings some improvements. The issue is introducing Digital Object Identifier System (DOI) which planned to be fully implemented in volume 5. Also, the Creative Commons CC-BY-NC 4.0 license now applies to all the articles published in the Journal.

On this occasion we would like to thank the publisher Faculty of Economics & Business, University of Zagreb and the Dean, Professor Lajoš Žager for all the support given to our Journal, as well to Ms. Silvana Brozović, Ms. Zrinka Udiljak Bugarinovski and Mr. Željko Sirk for all the efforts they made to improve our Journal.

*Prof. Dr. Hana Horak,*  
*Editor-in-Chief*  
*Zagreb, June 2017*